
Dom’s Dodge
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For the rear part of the car, remove the brake light and the pipes,
leave the following parts and prepare this lighting parts



Install the lighting brake lights and pull the wire through to bottom

Assemble the lighting parts into the pipe
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Prepare following lighting parts for the middle of the car
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Put the pipes back to the position and beware of the wires when assembling
Leave the connectors and deal with that later



Install the 1x4 lighting plate at the following position and pull the connector to bottom
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Now remove the following part to assemble with this lighting part



Remove 3 grey round parts and push the leds into the red hole
(Be sure it’s deep enough)

Then restore the parts
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Now for the front, remove the grey barrier and the trans orange tile to combine with
the lights

Remove the round plates from the headlights, assemble with the lighting parts
And please follow the layout of the lights,
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Install orange light on right side, connect the extend cable and connect each other
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Then install the head lights

Now you can make it look better by hiding the cables, for separate the connector from
last step, pass one side of it behind the bumper and reconnect it
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The other connector can be hidden in here

Restore the grey barrier then the assembling is finished
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To power up by USB, arrange all the connectors to the bottom of the car as shown
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To connect by battery case, pull all the plugs to the co-pilot seat position

Find out the connector for the lights in red circle and connect with the separate battery
case and connect the rest 5 connectors with the big battery case
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After that hide the cases to the position as shown


